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Two weeks after wider distribution of WHITEWASH k--TataiiiiPORT-CRI-diSZ 

Wh4EN RE.120.9.11$ was initiated in May of 1966, I wrote Drs. "umes and Boswell 

about their autopsy examination and testimony. The letters were virtually 

identical. I sent each-se-cope of the book, celled the:attention-  c46..maela to 

rIji 1-e d 

What I then wrote end what I referred them to Janit-Edly entirely 44--spamb.ve.s- 

/ 
the official story -their stories - of that autopsy INA- also raises the questions 

of perjury and subornation of perjury in the medical testimony. That these 

doctors -then-___aud_-faincen were and are silent about thernuestion4a-zot perjury 

and its subornation and them has its own kind of eloquence. 

joth doctors have been consistent: they have steadfastly refused to 
,11'4j)  

see those who indicated disagreement with their testimony, those who merely ,  
4-rtfloktA g A eh VI --fiLp 	f /11,r ec 	A 0 r: 4„ri  

indicated possible doubtmbtelvtrotten to those they knew in advance would 

write what they wanted written end whet the government wanted read. In refusing 

to talk to me, the doctors nonetheless talked to others because of me, symething 

not reflected in the stories that appeared the end of "ovember 1966, even where 

the papers, such as the Wallington Post and the Baltimore oun knew the fact. 'phis 

is consistent with the effort to suprressWHITEWA5E, in which both papers joined. 

I had given the Poet conies of may lettere to these doctors end othersi  3 ice 

J. Edgar Hoover and James Rowley the day they were sent. The Sun's r,porter 

got me out of bed early in the morning of the day he interviewed Boswell, when 

he finished his stint on that morning paper, and kept me up until about 2 a.m. 

preparing himself for his interview. 

its appropriate chapters, asked for an interview, separately or together, 

withor without a tape recording they or I could make to preclude the possibility 

of my not recalling correctly whet they said, and waited. 

Neither responded, then or since. 



A number of staff members of the Baltimore Sun were interested in my 

work ant 	t their request, i had driven to that city, net with them, discussed 
n71# r 	Ay te"-t 

my findings are answered their questions. Richard 161. Levine, who wPate-tiris 

41-16imar, was not one of them. eite-wwciii:471, A. W. (Art) Geiselman, Jr His inter-

view with me, shortly after the spectacular publicity attendant to the "return" 

of the pictures and X-rays said to have been those of the autopsy, was published 

.lovember 11, 1966. He then wrote: 

Lil- leave out what is marked in orgenge, except for correction. Put 

"intimately" in perens after "infinitely". 
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This interested Levine, who discussed it with his associate and my 

friend, John Friedman. There followed a number of post-glidnight calls, each 

beginning after Friedman end Levine had finished their writing for the morning 

papers, each getting me out of bed, each lasting e long time. 

Levine made clear his singular i:tereat was e4sation. His s is a jaundiced 

view of people, reporting, newspapers and life, from the Ben Hecht-Charles McArthur 

mold of reporters. Be had no interest in fact or truth, in helping establish 

what did happen when the President was murdered or in its official imvestigation. 

Scandal was fine, end what difference did it make if he spread misinformation or 

engaged in propaganda rather than a quest for truth, as long as he got e story 

that would please his superiors and sell papers. Our discussions were pointed 

and heated. What I told him of t.e available fact of the autopsy did not 

interest him, what he might be able to learn from intervi wing the doctors, 

what he might be -ble to add to public knowledge by close questioning, in his 

view, offered little prospect of journalistic sensation. 

He fixed upon my comment about the autopsy chart in Geiselman's story. 

"What should I asked Humes about that." he wanted to know. 

Mark Lane and a few others then critical of the Commission attributed 

this chart to Humes. This is a logical but factual error, as reading AlHumes' 

testimony reveal") for he swore 
he had not 17 epared that chart. kralifiatEM 

kraiitE,M.YatiiiX1F6Xtaft. I told Levinei,Boswell had drafted it. 

"Could he have been wrong:" Levine wanted to know. 

"He was wrong", 1 told him, because the indicated measurements did 

not coincide with the location marked. All other evidence coincided with tie 

location marked, not the measurements. I s.:uggested to Levine that the error 

imp likely a typographical one in the written number. 

If he could get Boswell to say he made a mistake, Levinasaid, he had his 

LLA:v4-  
story. The Lune formula exactly cincided with the government's interest. His 

44Ntr 
interview with Boswell was set and soma off as scheduled- end formulatedi, as 



—̀iciiO4,18 it not/remarkable that the AP carried only'hat Levine badw4ma: gotleir 

from Dr. Boswellif was spread throughout the world. 

Its storyjiethin transparency of Levine's, containing nothing not in 

bOr additional 1 	 jnr` 

(ict 4 

unofficial official propaganda. But it was too good a fc!rmula, too\close* 

to perfect in addressing the government's then accute distress, for its 

carrying off to be trusted to a brash reportei-iiii# unknown to the 
Lt 

government or a single paper when that device could be spread around the world. 

Of all the days in the 950 singe the autopsy testimony before the 

Warren L;ommisaion, by one of those remarkable coincidences we are required to 

consider nothing else, the Associated Press just happened -entirely by happen- 

stance - to select exactly the same day Levine had arranged for his interview to 

1-1-- a/S-0 1:1i-?itr 
seek Dr. Boswell out. And about what did it want to interview him. Only those 

) 

things Levine had indicated he would ask about. 

And what story did the Associated Press carry, whet did its reporter 

want to know; Only those things that fit the Levine formula% 
:ttp,r 

viuth three doctors to seekout, it sekegiet Boswell ales-. 

Of all the fact and fiction of the autopsy, it also fixed on this chart. 

"o less remarkable is the world-wide journalistic acceptance of the 

seeping boast that a President's autopsy was characterized by sloppy work, 

inaccuracy, carelessnes and conjecture rather thin the precise science one 

expects from autopsy surgeons, specialists in pathology and forensic medicine. 

Levine's is a morning paper. The AP works around the clock. ft "beat" 

Levine to his own story, circulating it in time for afternoon use the day before. 

'NctLumUja, Levine suspected I had "tip ed off" the APiwt en&-be-eo 

accusmewongly, berg-he; Mite naturall ,(found it difficult to believe it 

was pure coincidence that the AP seized upon the same day to interview the same 

P./mAt 'WC ONA.. fit - 
docto and ask him the same questions -endx1MIMMOW-31410.41-sm4 nothing else. 

This is a part of the history I believe should be recorded, for the 

papers of that time, November 24-25, 196,:„ do not diclose this background and, 
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consistent with their effort to suprress me tion of and credit to warmisa, 

falsely indiette the question was raised by lEEKX Edward Epstein..JAI:use_ 

writing on the autopsy, based not upon the testimony, withwhich he displayed 

monumental unfamiliarity, but upon what had been fed him by former Commission 

% 
staff members seeking self-justificisition, is so\inaccurate he was unaware of 

the content of that document and hypothesized that changes made the morning of 

ovember 24, 1963 were made much later. 

How the media served the country should also be a matter of record, 

as should its self-conversion lino into an arm of government, en agency of 

propeoende, part of the coverup. 

So, we are told, Boswell proclaimed his own error as the norm of 

forensic medicine, the commonplace of autopsies, not different when a 

President is murdered. 

That e pathologist acknowledged error in a Presidential autopsy warranted 

this headline in the baltimore Sun, which ran the banner across the top of the 

front page: 	 ." 

"E2NNEDY X-RAY DAta RETRASE BACK DZ.Ffr yin the knowledge nothigg like it 

would-or could- happen, Boswell asked for Iseei-i-te,.examination by "disinterested 

" observers" (read those who know nothing about' it). 

This error, to the Washington Star, warranted the headline "Doctor at 

Kennedy Autopsy Explains Sketch Controversy". This is hardly what Boswell did, 

AP* !I) 
not et all what the story said t" de a diagram error" was the(euphemis*txXimax 

	

01-4t/  Mt) 	 
Even the New Yorl 'limes, whose well -informed:--reportee Peter Eihss used 

the same phrase, "diagram erroryand without question quoted Boswell as saying, 

"If I had flown at the time that this sketch would become public record I  would 

have been more careful" - as though secrecy justified slovenly science when a 

President is murdered - headed its own story "Autopsy _Oster Says Films Back 

Warren Report". 	I 

ilf 	11-,"-' 7/ 
There was no little journalistic child to say the Emperor was naked, 
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1 (why the do-ctpr m ght be expeg,ted totAay the,I'eport end his testimony were wrong. ; 	
• 

en-per evious pege, next to last line: 

The Washington Post( which knew much better, its own staff having asked 
18 

questions about the autopsy of 'former staff executive and gotten not s single 

satisfactory answer) rewrote the AP story to eliminate the;direct quotation of 

error or the indirect acknowledgement of it. "The sketch was drawn quickly, as'el 
writer, 0/ 

"rough notes ,"the 	 e ,"the Post explained, leaving the schizophrene to its headline itsmr4 

Whose first bank was 9.1.D. Backs Warren Ileport" and whose second- spiUsed the word 

the story did not, "Admits He Erred in ketch". 

k For ill their diletente attitude, for all their failure to prod and A 

probe, the reporters did come up with what would have been sensatiinal revelations 

to an honest press and on any other subject. Boswell acknowledged to Levine that: 

There were microscopic slides made of tissue"which indicated...foreign 

substances..." in the neck wound and that "there was no mention of these slides" 

in the autopsy report: even though he said they confirm it. ) 

"All marks and scars were noted", although there is no such chart in the 

fibs; printed rx record or the files. 

When the body arrived "The pathologists (himself and tUTes) had already 

been told of the probable extent of the injuries and whet had been done by 

physicians in Dellas" - this destroys entirely the fliTsy excuse that they did not 

	

cc ;, ,z-c! 	 ILI 	(t,,  
know a tracheotomy had been performed, as the-ibert-0-iNatl-eleo-claes. 

wh,n the autopsy was performed - but before Humes wrete the final 41314 

by revising what he had written, "Oswald was still alive, and it was believed the 

autopsy information would later be called upon in court proceedings". 

Not until the dordwam could not probe the rear, non-fatal wound did the 

Idoctors order___ pgn;a448 x-rays of the entire body"! Libvine's words area  "At this gla 

point", or "when the wound in the back of the neck was discovered and probed, by 

finger and by ,smaiistai metal surgical probe, no bullet could be found." 

Although the Presiden5body was taken apart along; the possible path of the 

bullet, there is no reference to any sign of its path, merely of a bruise that could 



Ap 
have been caused by the tracheotomy. They did not pee a path, and pullets leave them. 

f-,134 1 /0-;! 1.1kv‘-rtil-  lc ilv41■1 k 	 eTiirAt- 41,14'411, 	de 7 	ei/e 
The next-day's telephone to the Dallas doctors - 	also refers to but one 

when there had been two-"confirmed", as Levine put it, "whet was already a certainty 

fn, cr 
to the pathologists - that there 	a bullet wound in the Preeid-nt's neck at the 

4( 	4 

point of the tracheotomy incision". Then why was the telephone call made to learn 
4

? 	 I IS1  /  
this, or the second one made at ell. The answer is in MITEWASH: the Dallas doctors 

were tipped off. 

"Later that day, November 23, Dr. '3.umes and Dr. Boswell went over the 

rough draft and completed the protocol in its final form." If this is true, Dr. 

Humes perjured himself before the Commission (71HITEI7A 	Ali 180, 183) in swearing 

that, "In the privacy of my own home, early in the morning of November 24, I made 

a draft of this report which I later revised and of which this tt (pert of Exlibit 

23111* 397) represents the revision. That draft I personally burned in the fireplace 

of my recreation room" (2H373). This, to the Coiission and the newspapers ever 

since, is normal- burn the Preeident i iit s autopsy and suppress the notes and the 

pictures and the X-rays end the slides of microscopic examination and the organ 

examination. 

14  Mt of his interview with Boswell, Levine seid that "before this", 

meaning earlier November 23- when Oswald was still alive and there was the 

absolute certainty that all the autopsy work and findings would be subject to 

rigorous cross examination;/"Dr, Humes destroyed" hdecumactinge the draft. 

Further complicating it is this representation of more drafts of the 

autopsy then liumes or Boswell acknowledged under oath: "Dr. Boswell said that 

all4rthe original notes were preserved, • as far as he knows, and were turned over 

to the National Archives". Of this he can heve no knowledge end it is untrue. No 

such notes are or have been there*, nor are they printed where required in the 

''ommiseion's record. "He said the things that were burned were copies of$the 

proNtocol as they were revised." 

Aside from the conflict with Humes on the time - ehd if UUMBS 

swore falsely, Boswell was also under oath and supported it, raising the question 
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of perjury again - this language accounts for a miAmum of one more burned copy of 

the autopsy,one draft! Mae least more then under oath)  the doctors acknowledged 

theOrmade. 

Boswell eleo indicated papers had been prepared that .no longer exist. It 

is proper end normal, as Ilihave pointed out fro;:: the beginning, to orient wounds 

C) A 
from inflexible points so thaflEilocation is precise. Thin-le-net-true of-use_of 

aeol,/ 
eilftear the shoulder joint or the mastoidithe-eelyjcqnte-referred to in the 

.7,A0 '-4d0-te 	 1 
autopsy repoist.tdegi-after Oswald was murdered, after it was known there wuld be A 

no cross examination. Levine's language is, Dr. Boswell said "that he thought he 

had used a vertebra as a third reference point, but that this did not appear in the 

autopsy report or in the sketch.". 

This is pert of the story that delighted the paper4:1 thet caused than to 

vie wit':: each other in joyous hosennehs because there had been error inithe 

autopsy when a Precident was murdered; that made the pepers\proclaim the good news 

throughout the land - the President't autopsy was right bej'use it was wrong - 

better than Gilbert and Su41iven - and all is right with the government and the 

worlds i4ever have the greet and powerful been so uninhibitedly mstiseetx 

exultant in praise of error. 
- -e- 

Error is what, made the Warren Re-13;A suddenly"  

Nobody wondered - or asked Why-it took Elos7eNthrearp to 

admit his "error", especially because it was months 	that he 	B4mes 

testified under oath. Nobody, not Levine, the AP, the Times or any °thee paper, 

deigned to embarrass Jr. Boswell, one he agreed to be interviewed, by asking 

for comment on the throughgoidg condemnation of this autopsy month's earlier at 

the annual meeting o the American Academy of Forensic Sciences, which heard it 

denounced as eleir incomplete, "week„, cannot establish a chain of evidence... 

failed to maintain original notes...must be taken on faith rather than fact... 

Mystery iriter-martatill-be about the eutopsy„...se-trieere nowforever,is' 

guarenteed, .e-beI 130Jt there is no mystery why Drs. Boswell and t 
	did not 

answer my letter, did not agree to speak to me, but did dg agree to be inter- 

viewed by those who knew nothing about the fact or, like Levine, cared less. 



It is as though there were guarantees in advance. From Levine none were needed. 

X215 The performance of the Associated Press could have been no more satisfactory to 

Boswell tibeetelxketx if he had written their story. 

Levine got his sensation, leaving the country no better 941.for it, lies 

about a PreAdent's murder more widely disemmineted, more firmly believed by more 
very 

misinforme,: people. It did him no good, however, for he $ left the Sun soon thereafter. 

Only the cause of injustice and untruth profited, only those deserving 

punishment protected. 

But the newspapers were happy, happier then they ever been - fairly 

eastatic - overjoyed beyond description - that the government atIlest admitted 

en error to thier liking. 	How much more delighted can a4 editor ox4rnewspeper' . 	/ 
/114 s: 

owner be the-r\ these--were when slier foun!' the autopsy examination of thei-r-Tresident 

was hasty, expected to be secret hence the beneficiary of careless work, and one of 

the pathologists acknolwdgei all this plus error.: 

Extra apace 

Levine told me he had asked Boswell why he had not reoponded to my letter, 

toy/ the challenges I published in WIEMS"-ASH, to my offer to tape record apYthing 

he wanted to say so I could quote him accurately. Boswel;, he told me, was put out 
On December .4_1966, 

because I did not ewwiis- consult him in advance of peblication. ixtkarewpcx wrote 

him the following letter, sending a copy to Humes: 
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1= 	Most of a year has passed. The doctors, apparently, are still piqued, 

for neither responded to me. They were not totally silent. CBS esked H mes to 

apreer on its %peciael of Specials , four hour-long apologies for the sport 
t e 	 (..:17".esiiiite conclusions oftilly4.entLe)  

end the governmenSithinly disguised as non-partisan; 	inconsistent withthe 	!eft('  

information,(epresentecku  on pries time June 25-28, 196?. 

Proudly reading the copy carefully prepared for him, Welter Cronkite 

was blissfully unaware that tle line in which he took journalistic delight was 

a big lie. The more hell repeated it -and this he did throughout the shows - the 

prouder he seemed to be: 

"Since the X-rays and films were turned over to the Archives, Captian 

"umes has re-examined them. And tonight, for the first time, he discusses-Mot:Wm 

With Dan gather what is contained int them". 

The press widely interpreted this end its fulsome repetition to mean that 
r4 ,c_ 

CBS hed been able to niale=g private examination ami.e-of the suppressed pictures and 

X-rays of the autopsy. This, as the correspondence with the Archiblist 
r' fee 
quote, is false. 

If Humes did not how of this CBS lie when he was filmed, he certainly 

did after the show was aired. He was and has been silent about it, content to 

leave a lying record, that he "regexamined" the pictures and x-rays he had never 

before seen. 

This is consistent with the lie in which he, without protest or demurrer, 
• 

participated in tie' first quoted question 	ether's: 

"Comander -- now CaptAan Humes, have you had a loek at the pictures and 

X-rays from the autopsy since the time that you submitted them to the Warren 

Commiasion" 

Now,even the ignorance that is reflected throughout this series of CBS 

shitemashes cannot poseibly explain the clever nuances, the ideal subtleties of this 

false end deceptive question which tells more big lies, lies that must be known to 
A 

anyone, with the least extensive basic understanding of the fact of the inveetigetion, 

autopsy and testimony. Presumksbly,after tie expenditure of a touted half million 



dollars and the investment of the expensive time of a vest staff for seven months)  

CBS, on the executive, operational and editorial levels, through all the chin els 

of its research, legal and many other departments, was satisfied it knew the 

essence of the story at Lest. Itsmmxtla It is not possible, theredore, hones4ty 

to use less unpleasant languoge to ?escribe®t the total departure from reality, 

from the well-publicized fact that the Commission had never seen any of the  

Pictures or X-rays, as the l st of this series freely acknowledges during the 
liAtMt 

le1464344. intervilew with 4bornmi ssi on member . 	Mcale7. 44,Pock, 	/ fi 	"' , 
• t, C4e.4  14774 1,1*,1 	rte/?..- 	' 	0-) 	Ill 	:11 .7.71e im; :7 ' 

(1 	 "Yes, Mr. Rather, w4 have," Humes responded, Tully aware that he had 

never seen the pictures end X-rays prior to his appearance before the Commission 

or during its life and the t iduaucimandavlasztts he had never "submitted then to 

the Warren Commissionff. 

There is no question he re,no demurrer, no evasion, no qualification. 

u
umes just plain lied in agreeing that he had "submitted" the s

uppressed pictures and h 

X_rays"to the Warren Commission". Pie well knew- as did CBS_  that they had left the 

hospital with the President's body in the 104E31.401:154y. of Roy H. Kedilerman, chief of that 
Land certifications I 

unhapr.y day's Secret Service escort.i print the receipte,  in the eppendix/  

' There is no question that Humes also knew the members of the Commission 

were not going to see this film evidence, tor_it Is he weir who supervised tie 

preparation of "artist's conceptions" as a /to$thim end the Commi-slacceptable 
, 	; 

substitknte for the availoblt.end legally required "best eviaence" the reel,-filmr-
) 

(WHITEWASH 181ff ). 

`V'\ All echelons of CBS were devoted to this lie and its repttition. The script 

writer wa,ted no words before repeating it, giving Humes the same pleasure: 

"RATHER: And do you have any different conclusion, any different ideas, 

any different thoughts gow, after seeing them again, than you had at that time4" 

k,t4" 
The re fs no complaint from Humes that he had never seen them until they 

were "returned" to the government, more than two end a half years after his testimony, 

more then two years after the 44ommission had ceased to exist; 

"Humes: No, we think they bear up very well, end very closely, our testimony 
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before the Warren C 	ssion". 

If the pictures hold up "v ry well", ilumee doesn't. It was a lie for Rather 

end CBS to say, "after seeing them again"  of the pictures that Humes had never 

before seen, as it was for Humes tainirkErraBi accept the lie and pretend by his 

th A,0 1,-Lr: 44'4'1 Ifrw!"/ /it- la /1 / P' 
answer that it W8 S truth. : 	,19,11 111-1•411. evWrok, /44hAv 	 k  

With this begin ing, it is less than surprising that CBS was itself without 

ptotest, question, even a raised eyebrow, when Humes announced that the oEficial 

charts "routinely used to makk in general where certain marks or scars or wounds 

may be in conducting a post mortem examination...ere never meant to be accurate 

or precisely to scale."  

tv4I e 
T
his shocls those-wile-ell., square se  the  authar_atbdi labor under the 0'„ 	/ 

misapprehension that there ie -hothing 	 acaurete as man and science can make it 

in the autopsy of a murder victim, more particularly when 2k he is e President, 

and that everything in a medico-legal document is "precise", milt about 1001. 

wrong in distance, 	this mark MRS is,: or in a dif ferent part of the body";  

A 

Boswell told Levine he thought there had been reference to a vertebra. 

names made no such pretense, and in his description to CBS was careful to avoid the 

(J 

only meaningful point from which measurement wee,  made. CBS was just as "precise": 

It avoided asking him ;f not through ignorance for IA-  s familiar with my writin  

on-just this-point-..end tad—xead-my first book in its limited—ed.Wen, (begin.-.ing
most.  ‘L4) t 	(II 4.1k s 5 k 	/ 

with the executive producer\and-e4-aa-then,;Tithosa closer to mere mortality Oa-the- 
, r,  

CFS staff had—done.-Likewise. 

During his conversation with Nether, no lit - le voice whispered in Humes' 

ear, "that was a whopper", or "better tell the truth", or "what will history sag", 

h.: 4'ititfi 

with that special CBS delight Wm. t 
the se were wonderful "shows bS though e.nanies 

precedented 	 emrehasized  

eat en - he CBS sheuldOuncheusen on the witnesses' end 

3ed by all propagandists, asked, 

Barnum wee in the prompter 's pit. 

"Yes, sir," Humes again said. 
a 

There is more to the magic of this inaccurate chart that watt never intenddd 
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Apt, a __, 	 , i 't4 ■,--- 	
/-- to be enythiri else

0  lessaaelit was only pert of a President's autopsy end "notes",  ) 	 , 
This time it is about the fetal head wound(s). 

"...the mea urements which are noted here in the margin of the drawing 

are precise measurements", Hudes said. 

bather asked about the heed wound. There are no other notes printed in 

the official exhibit, No. 397, none in File 371, supposedly identical with Exhibit 

397. But: 	LIL, page 12 of CBS, as marked. 

e Where is the source of Eumeseprecise Locating of 	 wound 

end it is preciseY "two end a half centimeters to the right of the midline".  

There is no such note in the "margin", mom (VEM,WASH 197), no such mark 

on an unidentified scheme of a head wound that is part of Exhibit 397 (17E46), 
•litflvti\ „pitg_t> 

which atoundsin other marks, seems W be tilmachart of the President's head 

injuries, and seems also not to show this "wound of entry" of the bullet Jeww 

said to have entered the beck of his head and fetsekty to have exploded out its right 

side 	ee,td elail et Ay 11-1-‘1. .  

Thus, when asked , "can you be absolutely certain", LiuMBS declared, 

"very precis14 and incontrebertibly", satisfying Rather and everyone else at 

	

Lt. 	rwr- 
CEO and explaining again wbAy the autopsy doctors will not spealt to anyone- 

.: 	f 
else- 

, ■ 1 r,/71 ■ 
who-hsa=none-oT CBS' preconceptions or dedication to tble.perpetuetion of error 

when a resident is murdered. 

Can there be any doubt of the "conclusive scientific evidence", 'ether's 

felicitous choice, when the "precise" and 	"incontrovertible" evidence is ihn 

a 	chart that has none' of tta measurements and is described as "never meant to 

be accurate or pr cisely to scale" 
to 

Ti3is is % new ''science", reserved for the solution of Presidential 

murders and the glories of eletronic journalism. 



',1e live inL>aere-Ttorld that relishes newness, like the "new meth". ieere 

with belie en e eel no, the-  "new science" 

Ovine elonc with it is the "new dictionary" end special meanings to 

special words. en peseinc it is worth noting how "precisely" end "incontrovertibly" 
Ty b 

the rear, non-fatal wound is located, he beginnine point ceOlttee interview and 

the crux of it. Theprecision"in locatine: the wound fro a side to side comes 

from its orientation with the shoulder joint nolibm insteel of the spine. Unless 
"precision" 

the width of the body is given - end MixatelxIxxxXIIIIitwn in this case, 

fete." 	0,te -ro-t 
met eliminated that dimension, too4  there is no horizontal location. In the 

vertical dimnesion, orienting the wound with the- mastoid is the very apotheosis 

of 'incontrovertibility". The mastoid, you see, is in u different part ef the 

body that) the wound. It is in the head. This wound, by the Cone-deeion's description 

end the word of the doctors, wee in the neck. 	lthe chart it wee in the back. 

"either is pert of the head .here!? "inii:Cntrove:tibly", the mastoid is -even in 

presidents. _:ecke azzxlmim come long kind necks corm short, in Presidents, too. 
("vete ," 

It is conceivable that if s Preeldentiel neck AaTeehortmis.eaueil, "precise 

measurements" such as 'those "noted in the margin of the drewinc" - end a Levi 

centimeters would shorten enough - this =II: ould Were be in the air end 

not in either the neck or the back. Likewise, if the .president's head vies 

cocked eliChtly to the op oeite side, his 	would, by these "precise :nessurere■A 

meats" thet ere "noted in the margin of the drewine", have been nonexistent. en 

the other hand, cock it down a bit, -nd it is either in the 'eac'!)  had it been in 

the neck, or ferthur down in the beck if it was ':here ell the observers said it 

ups to begin with- in the back (1111TeeiZa 1L). 

Cf course, the observers - mere aecret-Seevice end 2BI agents hod 

nod notes in their marlins. They had only eyes. 

`bus the advantages of the "ne.v science", especially if buttressed 
TicttljeCe-e/  

by the aur"new dictionary", arc readily ep. arenbamost suiteble invoked _hen 

it is the murder of o 2reeident that is enelyzed and reported upon. 'Low much 
. 

more "precise" or "incontrovertible" can one be7 Or need one, Uhen it is a 

President's murder end the _eutreey is in a military ehospitele conducted by 
military personnel who have expelled a 11 othersi 



--al.:. 
e:leftieseieeeelee ...2:ereara.iefte Beswell [fumes' i-avel--Hospitel a ssistant. 1,.ot lone eftere 

'044'0 Oil +dew, neet- 	 *0 , re '/L1r4  ril&  grz. • ..., L lt /44- I. , 
tlefil-eas.areklteetioe, Boswell 	to privete  

...) 

only public a ppeareace end comment on the autopey„)etereee-iee.e-eetneilmoteetesperieie 

Colonel Fierre Yinck of the Army Medical Service, chose experience in both forensic 

medicine and wounds ballistics the was chief of 	tAench) &iliac assisted, us did 

fifer. 
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The rresident's body woe removed from Janes, where the only Dprli051318 

law obteinee, in deference to the widow's eishele soecrdine  tc undieibutued pub-

lished accounts. 2or the same reason, accordine  to the same sources, before it 

reachd _ashiaxton arrungemEnts were made for wkxtxxexx%hwmx the eutopsy exemine- 

tion to be at '"ethesda Navel Hospital. In 90C, pages of its Report and 26 velumes of 

61* 

&II k 1 	t 	fro, 	10641,44- 
, 	Vommivesisa saw 	there yeee no lboiit eipals, oli;114=crtAnwtior  that autopsy. 4V 

.4e s  we shall see, it is not because the record wee n-t in its files. 
"0'3 4":1/- 

The exemineticn Via E, in '-c.istli.441—F"4,157i.413.94--  thief of .epi9oratories, t 
" Lid-a '11.04 (400.-4 ar 	Angi k.ksi 	 194‘16.1114( 16 64- l'74"1-  .tee-9W; iciediatwiy aftertele-IfFi 

Vi Aake..3, the official record made of this autopsy is so deficient that the 

e rom the official ac::ount, these three doctors were the ones who uctuelly 

performee the examination end signed the report on it. So slight was Boewell's 

perticipetion, sc.mrdine  to the fBI, thst he is an their reRoet listed merely as 

anon -  those present. 

That Humes did not melee any public st- tement or a 1:serence prior to his 

telecasting  by CBS is not because he was not sought. lie just ducked unless be had 
ler iThie 

recson to believe in advance that he wat4d ,ot be questioned about that he d.1.41,- 

unless he received ossurances that he enule be whiteeashed. The seee eseems to h.eve 

been true of Loswell Giana. finck was more fortunate. his eork seems to 4ave 

hie out or the counsel  for extended periods. ;I-hen he looks hack on this e3ried, Dr. 

finch: may regard the horrors of ion; eedieel service in Viet eam as a blessing. 
No civilian expert - no one not in government military servicerwes permitted 

at the autopsy examination. Led the autopsy been e model of scientific and forensic- 
_ 00) 

medical precisicnklhich it ees nott/this 71onE, would have 	u sufAcient tliteseure 

doubts rrid misgivings. It should never heve hepeened this wee. 
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Whether or not eers. 1Zennedy eent 	' 	
Eelemineticn to:-11.4.es 

AA. A444.14t42_,1 

done in a naval institution because h4er
alitery service had been nevol, someone 

not 

k...34 * it 0 4. 
as shocked by the evime as she and not ue`

Ctrer-E.  lir7'a'''Zi‘-e by its horee7i- imeediate 

ens pressine  consequences end necessiti
es, should have seen to it that civilian 

experts of the greatest experience and 
highest repute were at least observers. 

There should have been.414ft patho
logists not in the military service, no

t on any 

govel anent payroll, not in any sens
e under any officiel oblieetion or compul

sion and 

with unasseileble scientific credentials in medical understendins  of c
rimes. of 

violence to assure the impartiality and thoroughness of the examination :nu its 

acceounting end to satisfy the counity sn
e the werl efetttezenmemettelexteex 

deitarizanrsxzmtX 	that there Ares no question about either the exai,linution or 

th official report of it. 

oomeone with the power nd the a utkority to prevent this accomelished the 

op-osite. In these same 10,000,0044etrds on the investigation efitee -residential 

murder, in those sere 9C0 pages of tn.?. o
fficial Deport on it, the feet of this is 

entirly absent, se egase-is the ident
ity or thelpereon responsible for seein

e  to it 

that there was no civilian chec'e on the 
military, for seeine;  to it that there was 

no single civilian expert present/
4e- 	A"--.:*  d 

jis en a
ccident that this obvious feiline  esc

aped official Comaission 

attention, an accident that the uoemiseie
n Was .:.rithout sou Alt on it ik its 

deport and testimony ene evidence: 

0 Cr is it, 5e 	believ th= record establishes, 
deliberate suepression- 

pert of the whiteeeshing, 

Those present at the autopsy examination - even those who just entered 

the room end then left - were duly recorded. That data was i
n the jomaission' e files. 

a, print it in this bn-k (see pp. 	
). 
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30 we have these new insights into the autopsy end the 	who did 

it, the autopsy Iiiirreport that Was 'from date "never meant to be accu
rate" by 

a doctor who "would have been more careful" hod he known his work "wo
uld become 

expected 

public record"- by ,c doctor who tagOimAstxupwx secrecy to be the greve
 of his eutocay  

workil  cft, 	f rt 	 6,tv, 

ah 
And we now :moon t4,144r.e-rio-t included in th. official investigation 

end the official "apart on it 

That misroscopic tissue slides were made and "there is no mention of 

these slides" in the autopsy report° 

That despite their contrary s-to:, tements under oath, the doctors 'mew durinr- 

their exeminction that-iiArmttw2Xhmem o tracheotomy had been performed in :JrIlles 

and "had already been told of the probable extent of theinjurie.z and 
otat ilad been 

done by physicians in Donee" befor: the body arriveoo 

That a revised autopsy Wee prepared when it wee known that,vith 08:amid's 

murder, there voull be no trial, no cross examination on ito 

That not until they could not probe th rear, non-fatal wound did the 

do.:torsiiliaike "complete _.:-rays of the ..ntire body". 

II.  

That the original notes of th.r: autopsy were preserve but do not exist in 

any of the duplicate places they ere require4 to exist -and-o thout them there can 

be no support for the autopsy, whose raw materiel they are. 
entry 

That the "precise" location of the faETErwound is recorded in non-existing 

maroinel notes en en inaccurate chart, the only existinE recorded note of its"location". 

1 
That the '-;ommission suppress° the identities of those who ottendeo th

e 

autopsy ‘and as we shall see, dio not call ost of them as witnesses)
. 

thhst the military expelled all civilians fro., the eutCpsy examinat
ion ( 

(about which we shale. :,lso hvv2 more). 

Thst the chief or the eutopsy vied with GBaTV in lying about ?.hen he 

saw the pictures of the autopsy, how many times he saw them, end ,hat he did with 

/them, all to the complete silente of the -ress end officials ;rho 'mew the truth. 
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sullig ae can no7 better understani that it i this oi:ficial silence is 

k.22,4"A"'40, 	
VI 4 ..„.., 

the presence of Hies -perhaps pe jury - Lad the uncritical support by lies, len 
4 	

4 

distortions anc2 the rossest misrepresentations c. —t.h s_rvile press that compounds 

the trsq]edy 	the phonky inauest. Can Tie exp,-2ct better from th_ press that has 

A141sna4.4..."Gto .t 
so Ibandonci its strrIcutraditions that it permitred 	origin 2

1 :lieaarriage":.  

Len • exr:,elt better fro the press that suaienly nes joyous becsuse 
tag 

found error in the President's autopsy - this -Torr. makihr it all rir.ht• 


